
Offline Learning Activity for 
Visual Art 

 

Week: April 20-24 

Topic: Nonsense Doodle 
Standard:  1, 2, 3, 10, 11 
Time: 100 minutes 

Overview 
This learning activity is for students to use when they do not have access to the course. This 
work will be graded and used to replace work that you missed while you were out of school. 

Objectives 

After completing this activity, students will be able to . . . 
● create an artwork in response to a list of random items 

Assignment Instructions 

  
[Public Domain] 

On the next page is a list of 100 random objects. Choose at least 50 of them to create a 
nonsense doodle. Your doodle should have a cohesive look to it like the example above. 



Offline Learning Activity for 
Visual Art 

 

Here are the guidelines: 

● Use whatever art supplies you choose/have. 
● Objects should overlap. 
● Put emphasis on at least one object by making it larger. 
● Fill the page. 
● Objects should be colored or shaded. 
● Circle the items you included in your doodle and submit it along with your drawing. 
● Some objects are specific; some can have different interpretations. Interpret them as 

you wish. 
● You may add other objects as long as you have at least 50 from this list. 

a number a word aircraft  amphibian angel ball balloon 

basket bicycle bird boat book bottle box 

bread brush bubble butterfly camera candle candy 

car cat chair church clock cloud coffee 

cola coronavirus crown crustacean  cup cupcake diamond 

dog egg eye face feather fence fern 

fire fish flag flower food fork fruit 

ghost glass glasses hand hat heart hourglass  

house insect key lamp leaf license plate lightening 

lizard mammal mask moon mountain mouse moustache 

musical 
instrument 

nest pencil person phone pie playing card 

pyramid rainbow reptile road rock shark shirt 

shoe snack soap soup spiral star straw 

sun tape toilet paper toy tree umbrella vegetable 

water window      

Grading Info 

Your work will be graded on effort and creativity. 


